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Abstract
Simulation, optimal control and identification ofa nonlinear dynamic system are
discussed in this study. Although the nonlinear dynamic system which we study
here is the pellet-population reaction inside a retort, these methods can be applied
to many other dynamic systems which have similar nonlinear behavior.
The simulation package, MSRS, of chemical reaction and diffusive transport in
a single symmetric spherical porous pellet is modified to simulate the pellet-
population reaction inside a retort. The purpose is to simulate the overall reaction
inside an oil-shale retort, design an optimal temperature control law, and identify the
batch processes of the nonlinear dynamic system by use of an MISO Hammerstein
model.
For the optimal temperature. controller design, a function approximation is
presented instead of the refined model used in MSRS to represent the nonlinear
batch processes for the SISO case. The generalized least-square method is utilized
in the function approximation by means of introducing a specific weighting function
into LSC. The variational technique is used to derive the optimal temperature
control, which is a closed-loop, time-varying feedback control, for a particular
performance index.
Identification of MISO nonlinear dynamic systems by use of a more general
Hammerstein model is developed. The traditional iterative scheme for identifying
1
the linear part of a Hammerstein model is replaced by a two-stage, least-squares
technique to improve the efficiency of computer computation. The modified
method used in the parameter estimation of the Hammerstein model is applied to the
identification Ofpellet-population reaction processes for a two input/one output case.
- -
Different numbers of iterations and parameters, which are used to identify the
nonlinear batch process, are examined. The results are compared with the actual
pellet-population response obtained from the full MSRS simulation.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction
Modeling, simulation, identification and control of nonlinear dynamic systems
are important and full of challenge. The importance comes from the fact that most
physical systems have nonlinear characteristics. The difficulty in simulation,
identification and control is that the variety of behavior in nonlinear systems is very
diffuse. The formation of an appropriate model, the dealing with complicated
nonlinear equations, and controller design are more complicated and difficult for
nonlinear dynamic systems than for linear dynamic systems.
In this thesis we focus on the nonlinear dynamic system of pellet-population
combustion, and describe the simulation techniques. We look at the SISO case
with regard to the pellet-population combustion process and reduce the model to find
the optimal temperature control for the SISO case. Furthermore we develop a
general MISO Hammerstein model form to deal with the identification of MISO
nonlinear dynamic systems. Then we apply the MISO Hammerstein model to a
two input/one output nonlinear dynamic sys·tem.
The dynamic simulation of a single, spherically symmetric porous pellet in
which diffusive transport and chemical reactions are taking place has been explored
in a number of papers [5,6,10,11]. The motivation of such studies has been
support of oil shale retort modeling, sintering, incineration, ore reduction and a
variety of other processes that can be represented by similar models and solved the
3
same way.
Mathematics and derivative computer codes are the final language for most
models. The Fortran code MSRS (Multispecies Shale Retorting Simulator) [11]
which uses the DAE solver DASSL to simulate nonisothermal reacting/diffusing
pellet dynamics is the case which we will discuss and apply in this thesis. MSRS,
written and developed by Dr. Johnson and Dr. Hindmarsh to simulate the transient
behavior of single pellet models of realistic complexity, has been made available to
the United States Department of Energy and its contractors through the National
Energy Software Center.
. In Chapter'2 we briefly describe the mathematical-model solved by MSRS.
A detailed description of the Fortran code, MSRS, can be found in [11]. Yet the
single-pellet model can not simulate what goes on inside the retorting system.
Special attention is given in the thesis to the extension of the single-pellet model to
the entire pellet population.
An overly refined model might simulate a dynamic system very well yet may
require too much computer time to implement. Besides, an overly refined model
may not be suitable for control system design, especially for large scale aerospace
engineering systems. It is very difficult to deal with a large number of differential
equations which describe the system dynamics and complex control policies.
These issues represent great challenges to engineers.
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In chapter 3 we try to set up a simple mathematical function model to represent
the input/output relationship of the nonlinear batch process simulated by MSRS.
We use the least-square method for model parameter estimation. The variational
technique is applied to deal with the optimal control problem for a particular
performance index. The resulting optimal temperature control is a closed-loop,
time-varying feedback control.
The major problem in dealing with a nonlinear dynamic system is the lack of
a general mathematical theory. It is difficult in a case by case situation to find the
different functions which fit the input/output relationships of different nonlinear
dynamic systems even though the systems are SISO. Thus a specific system
structure must be selected before parameter estimation can be carried out. To
avoid the difficulty that we construct a model which mimics the nonlinear behavior
of a dynamic system on a case by case basis. Some researchers have worked on
constructing and identifying Hammerstein models which consist of nonlinear no-
memory gains followed by linear discrete subsystems. Narandra and Gallman
[1966] were the first researchers to discuss the identification of SISO nonlinear
systems using the Hammerstein model. Then a number of papers explored the
identification of nonlinear systems using SISO and the MISO Hammerstein models
[1,2,3,12,13,14,17,23].
In chapter 4 we combine the two-stage, least-squares scheme of identifying
linear systems [9] with the identification of Hammerstein models to explore the
general form of Hammerstein model for the identification of MISO nonlinear
5
systems. Then the MISO Hammerstein model is applied to the two input/one
output case of our nonlinear dynamic system to describe the pellet-population
behavior. Programs written to estimate the parameters of the Hammerstein model
and calculate the MSE for. the MISO case discussed in chapter 4 are given in
appendix.
Finally in chapter 5 we discuss problems with the method described in chapter
3 and the probable, future application of the MISO Hammerstein model.
6
Chapter 2
Dynamic Computer Simulation of System
The numerical dynamic simulation of multi-species solid/fluid reactions in
nonisothermal porous spheres with Stefan-Maxwell diffusion, MSRS ( Multispecies
Shale Retorting Simulation ), is a Fortran code developed by Dr. Johnson and Dr.
. Hindmarsh [4,5,10,11]. MSRS is most suitable for the simulation of the single-
pellet reaction process yet the single-pellet model does not simulate what goes on
inside a retort. The single-pellet model is also unsuitable for control system
design. In this chapter we describe the mathematical model of a single pellet solved
by MSRS and further consider the pellet population as a normal/Gaussian
distribution of pellets in order to represent the pellet-population behavior inside the
oil-shale retort.
2.1 Description of Dynamic System
What we are interested in here is the chemical reaction process inside an oil-
shale retort. The idealized fluid-bed reactor system for oil-shale retorting is
illustrated as Fig.2.1. In such an oil-shale retorting system pellet-population
behavior is composed of many single-pellet reactions. The single-pellet model we
present in this paper has three fluids, one of them inert, two solids, one of them
inert also, and one reaction. The three fluid species are oxygen, water vapor, and
nitrogen, which does not enter into the reaction. The two solids are residual
organic hydrogen and gangue, which is assumed to be inert. The single reaction
7
is the oxidation of the residual organic hydrogen.
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Fig. 2.1 Schema of an idealized fluid-bed reactor system for oil shale retorting.
Reproduced from P. H. WaUman, P. W. Tamm and B. G. Spars, "Oil
Shale Retorting Kinetics," American Chemical Society, 1981.
2.2 The Multispecies Model of a Single Pellet
Consider a nonisothermal spherical pellet in which multiple reactions take place
between a mixture of included fluid and a porous mixture of solid, producing fluids
and solids. The pellet is assumed to be a homogeneous porous-solid sphere of
unchanging overall size. MSRS is designed to simulate such a poro!.!s solid in
which there is a smooth variation in the extent of local conversion of reactants to
products throughout the pellet. The interior of the pellet is treated as a continuum
which can be described by partial differential equations governing the fluid species
mole fractions, solid species volume fractions, fluid species bulk velocity, or net
8
flux, and solid species temperature. The internal local porosity is a function of
solid densities and the local fluid concentration varies with temperature.
For our case, the species are numbered
fluid species: (1) nitrogen, (2) oxygen, (3) water vapor
solid species : (l) residual organic hydrogen, (2) gangue
thus the number of fluids, nr, is three and the number of solids, ms , is two in MSRS.
. The mathematical model of single-pellet transient behavior solved by MSRS can
be expressed by a set of governing equations consisting of
continuity equations for each fluid species
a(ecx.)
__I =S.-div(N.)
at 1 1 (i=12"'n'" "jJ (2.1)
flux equations ( Stefan-Maxwell diffusion equation) for each fluid species
continuity equations for each solid species
(2.2)
aw.
_J=R.
at J
9
(j=12'''m)
" , s
(2.3)
and an energy equation
where
and
pC aT=div(kVl) +Q
P at (2.4)
(2.5)
The total concentration, C, is a function of T. The Sj, ~ and Q can be functions
of the Xil Wj' and T, as well as t and r, while K and Dij can be functions of T and
Wj only.
The initial conditions consist of specified profiles for T, Wj, and Xil subject to
The boundary conditions are
N.=Vx.=VT=OI I
and at the outer radius, r=rm,
at r=O (i=12"'n', , 'fl
(2.6)
(2.7)
a(cxi)r +Sh (Cx.-Cx. '=0
m ar I IlY
aT
r -+Nu(T-T~=Omar
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(i=12 ... n', , "jJ (2.8)
(2.9)
The Sherwood number, Sh, and Nusselt number, Nu, are the ratios of surface
convection to internal diffusion and internal conduction at the surface. The
boundary condition on T, derived from Eqn.(2.8) and Eqn.(2.9), is
(2.10)
Eqn.(2.1O) could be used to compute the Biot number from the modified Sherwood
number.
Furthermore, the fluid boundary conditions, Eqn.(2.8) and Eqn.(2.9), can be
rewritten
(2.11)
While the above set of equations constitutes a well-posed problem, issues of
numerical solvability lead to a transformed problem in which the individual fluxes,
Nil are eliminated in favor of the vector net flux Ntot to create the fluxless form of
the fluid continuity equations
11
(i=12"'n\
, , 'l (2.12)
where
"/
Ntot=L Ni ' Ntot=O at ,=0
i=1
N,=xIVtot+N, (i=l,2,.··,nf)
div(Ntot)=Stot- a(eC)at (2.13)
The value of div(NJ can be determined at any point in terms of the other state
variables ( and gradients, etc. ) by equations derived from the Stefan-Maxwell
diffusion equations.
The continuous model, with state variables Ntot, ~, Wj, and T, is treated by the
Method of Lines, by converting the continuous spatial operators to discrete
approximations on a discrete mesh
'0 = 0 < 'I < . . . < , < rm-I m
where the volume interval between adjacent mesh points is equal.
The finite difference method, described in detail in [5], is used in MSRS.
The discrete form of div(NtJ in Eqn.(2.13) is expressed at the mesh interval
midpoints, ric-liZ, using simple 2-point differences. The equations for other spatial
derivatives are replaced at each mesh point, riel by discrete approximations.
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2.3 Pellet-Population Behavior Model
Real oil shale pellets are shown in Fig.2.2.
Fig.2.2 Raw oil shale and pellet sizes.
"Beneficiation of Green River Oil
Chemical Society, 1981.
Reproduced from J. Reisberg,
Shale by Pelletization," American
The singl~ reaction is oxidation ofthe residual organic hydrogen so weconsider
the bulk organic hydrogen fraction of the single pellet with radius roll, dimensionless
Yrmi in Eqn.(2.14), as the index of overall reaction progress for a single pellet with
radius roll'
f WI(t,r)dV
ynn(t) _V _
fWl(O,r)dV
v
13
(2.14)
The w1(t,r) means the concentration of ~esidual organic hydrogen at time t and
radius r within the single pellet with radius rmi' Then w1(0,r) represents the initial
concentration of residual organic hydrogen in the single pellet.
To simulate the pellet-population behavior inside the oil-shale retort we consider
the pellet-population behavior as the combination of the individual pellet reactions.
We assume the distribution of pellet radii inside the oil-shale retort is a
normal/Gaussian distribution. That means the probability distribution of the sizes
of pellets could be represented by a Gaussian probability function
(2.15)
We assume the mean radius I-' is 0.001 meters. We also assume that 98.8 % of all
pellet have radii varying from 0.0025 meters to 0.0175 meters. The standard
deviation, (J, is 0.00299. To simplify the simulation, we replace the continous
Gaussian distribution with the discrete approximation shown in Fig.2.3. The
probability distribution function of the discrete model, fr, coincides with that of a
continuous Gaussian distribution, Pr, at rm = 0.004, 0.007, 0.01, 0.013 and 0.016
meters. The areas F" F2, F3, F4 and Fs, representing the fraction of the pellet
population with an outer radius rm = 0.004, 0.007, 0.01, 0.013. and 0.016 meters
respectively, inside the oil-shale retort, are given in Table 2.1. We neglect the
fraction of pellet population at radii smaller than 0.0025 meters and larger than
0.0175 meters.
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Fig.2.3 Discrete approximation of Gaussian probability distribution for the pellet
population inside the retort.
•
Pellet radius rm1 =0.004 r012 =0.007 rm3 =O.OlO rm4 =0.013 rm5=0.016
Continuous
Gaussian
probability 20 80.83 127.666 80.83 20
distribution fr
Discrete
Gaussian
probability 0.06 0.2425 0.383 0.2425 0.06
distribution FI
Table 2.1 Fraction of different size pellets inside the retort.
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Although different size pellets react uniquely, the reactions of all the pellets inside
the oil shale retort are analyzed as a whole unit. So we regard the bulk organic
hydrogen fraction of pellet population, the dimensionless yet) in Eqn.(2.16), as the
index of overall conversion for the pellet population inside the retort.
y(t)=Frm1Yrm1(t) Irmt =OoOO4 +FrnaYrm2(t) 1~=00OO7+FrmY'rm3(t) 1'"'3=00010(2.16)
+FrmiYrm4(t) Irm4=oo013 +FrmsYrm5(t) Irms=00016
2.4 Simulation Results
The dynamiC simulation of a single, spherically symmetric, porous pellet in
which diffusive transport and chemical reactions are taking place is as detailed as it
needs to be in Dr. Johnson and Dr. Hindmarsh's work [5,6,10,11]. The MSRS
program is the result of that effort. We modify MSRS and add some subprograms
to simulate pellet-population behavior inside the oil-shale retort. The modified
MSRS code permits the dynamic simulation of the pellet-population behavior under
spatially and temporally varying boundary conditions.
To investigate the feasibility of the simulation model, a couple of test cases are
simulated and the response time histories are shown in Fig.2.4 through Fig.2.6.
In all our cases, the discrete single-pellet models use mesh=50 equal volume
intervals. We specify output at t = 0.5, 25, 75, 85, 125, 900, 1200 and 1500 sec
to capture the fast transient recovery from unrealistic initial conditions and the
genuine reaction. Other conditions and parameters which are not described
16
in this paper are as described in [11].
Fig.2,4 shows that the larger the pellet is, the slower the reaction. The plot
also shows pellet-population.. response to fIxed ambient conditions.
1-------------------------.
~--- pellet-population
rm4 = 0.013
'--- rmJ = 0.010rm2 = 0.007
----- rmS = 0.016
z 0.8 " w-r" , -- .
o
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o
o
mOA
(.!)
o
a:
o
>-0.2
I
(.!)
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o
12001000800600
TIME (sec)
400200
-0.2 -!-----,,----.------,-----.-----.------j
°
Fig.2,4 Bulk Organic Hydrogen Fraction vs. Time ProfIles: for different single
pellets with radius rmi and pellet population at the same bulk ambient
temperature, TAB =948.l5°K, and the same bulk ambient oxygen mole
fraction, xb(2) =0.2.
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Fig.2.5 Bulk Organic Hydrogen Fraction vs. Time Profiles: pellet-population
behavior at different bulk ambient temperatures but the same bulk
ambient oxygen mole fraction, xb(2)=O.2.
As shown in Fig.2.5, increasing bulk ambient temperature accelerates the
overall conversion speed. In addition, more simulation results describing pellet-
population behavior provided for model reduction and system identification will be
shown in the following two chapters.
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Chapter 3
Model Reduction and Optimal Control for a Nonlinear Batch Process
Sometimes an overly refined model is not suitable for control system design.
This is especially true for the control of large scale aerospace engineering systems
and the control of some chemical processes because such a model requires a large
number of differential/algebraic equations to describe the dynamic system. For our
case we make some assumptions to simplify the model, such as using a three
fluid/two solid model, spherical symmetry of a single pellet, constant pellet size and
discrete approximation of a pellet-population Gaussian size distribution. Despite
these results, there are still nearly 1000 differential/algebraic equations (DAEs)
\
which need to be solved in the MSRS code. In such a situation, model reduction
plays an important role in control system design.
We try to set up a simple mathematical model in this chapter instead of the
original complicated model to represent the essential input/output relationship for the
oil-shale retorting system of MSRS. Then, we apply a variational technique to
the simple mathematical model to find the optimal control law for the dynamic
system for a specified performance index, or cost function.
In this chapter what we are concerned primarily about is optimal temperature
control. We consider the oil-shale retorting system to be an SISO nonlinear
dynamic system. The bulk ambient temperature, symbol u assigned to TAB in this
chapter, is the input to the oil-shale retorting system.
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The organic hydrogen
depletion for the entire pellet population, y, is the output of the system. We
maintain the ambient oxygen mole fraction, xb(2) , at 0.2. Additionally, all the
data we discuss in chapter 3 and chapter 4 comes from the numerical dynamic
simulation results of MSRS described in chapter 2. Of course, the methods
developed in chapter 3 and the following chapter could also be applied to
experimental batch process data. It would be more practical and interesting to
apply them to experimental data from an oil-shale retorting system than the
simulated results of MSRS.
3.1 Function Approximation for Model Reduction of Nonlinear Batch Process
Modeling is an art. The refined model required fundamental understanding
about the dynamics and reactions of systems. Yet in some cases we lack a
fundamental understanding about the system and just have batch input/output data.
We must consider the system as a black box. What we could do is to fit a
particular function to the input/output data. Sometimes we also could do the same
thing to simplify the model for control system design.
After a lot of trial and error we find a suitable functional form, Eqn.(3.1), to
approximate the nonlinear batch process.
(3.1)
In the above equation, y is the bulk organic hydrogen fraction, u is the bulk ambient
temperature, and t is time. The problem arises in estimating the model parameters
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k, Cll ~ and C3 to fit the function in Eqn.(3.l) to the values of batch input u and
output y which come from the numerical simulation results of MSRS for an
approximate simulation of an oil-shale retorting system.
The most common method of determining model parameters is the generalized
least square technique. The estimations, k, cl , C2 and ~, are chosen to minimize
the least-square cost function (LSC),
LSC=L L c.ujj(lnYij-lnk-clU/tj-C2U/j-c3tj)2
j i
(3.2)
where Yij is the output when time is .~ and input is uj • It should be noted that some
errors may be weighted more or less heavily than others. This is accomplished by
introducing a set of weighting functions wij into LSC as in Eqn.(3.2).
Taking the derivative of LSC individually with respect to Ink, cl , C2 and C3 and
equating them to zero, we obtain the following set of equations.
_aC",--L_SC)....;.,. =-2" "[c.u..(!ny..-lnk-C1UJ~t,-C2ut,-C3t.)(t.)]=Oacc ) ~~ IJ IJ I J I I I
3 J I
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(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
C3.6)
Rewriting Eqn.(3.3) through Eqn.(3.6) in matrix form
L L (<u i)' L L (<u iilfti), L L (<u li/i)' L L (<uii)
}i }i ji }I
L L (<UiJufti), L L (<UiJu;t~, L L (<UiJU]t~, L L (<UiJuft~
}t }} }i }t
L L (<uiJu/i), L L (<uiJu]t:), L L (<Ui}uft~, L L (<UiJu/~
}t }i }i }I
Ink
L L (<UiJuft:), L L (<UiP/~'
} i } i
L L (<uJr!Yi})
j i
=
L L (<u ijInyii)
j i
(3.7)
The solution of Eqn.(3.7) uniquely minimizes LSC.
It should be noted that there is a serious problem existing in our generalized
least-square method. The problem is caused by the fact that the log of Eqn.(3.1)
is substituted into LSC, Eqn.(3.2). For our case the very small magnitude of
organic hydrogen fraction during the end stage of reaction would dominate LSC.
This means that the approximate function would fit the input/output relationship for
the batch process very well during the end stage of reaction; but, the approximate
function would not fit the beginning and intermediate stages. To overcome this
drawback we try to put an appropriate weighting function into Eqn.(3.3) to lessen
the effect that a few very small output data items dominate the LSC. The
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weighting function we use here is
where 0 is a very small number used to control the weighting function. We use
0=0.01 for our case. If the value of Yij is smaller than 0.00001 we neglect it.
The resulting description of the nonlinear input-output is good. The results and
application will be addressed in the following section.
3.2 Results of Model Reduction
The following three-dimensional plots, Fig.3.1 through Fig.3.6, show response
time histories of output Y, organic hydrogen conversion, as a function of time and
constant bulk temperature. All the input/output data is obtained from numerical
simulations of an oil-shale retort by MSRS, under the condition of different, fixed,
bulk ambient temperatures.
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Fig.3.1 Organic Hydrogen Conversion, Ymll: Response time histories at different
constant bulk ambient temperatures, TAB' fOf a pellet with radius frol =
0.004 m.
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Fig.3.2 Organic Hydrogen Conversion, Ynn2: Response time histories at different
constant bulk ambient temperatures, TAB' fOf a pellet with radius f
m2
=
0.007 m.
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Fig.3.3 Organic Hydrogen Conversion, Ynn3: Response time histories at different
constant bulk ambient temperatures, TAB' for a pellet with radius rm3 =
0.010 m.
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Fig.3.4 Organic Hydrogen Conversion, Ynn4: Response time histories at different
constant bulk ambient temperatures, TAB' for a pellet with radius f m4 =
0.013 m.
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Fig.3.5 Organic Hydrogen Conversion, Ym15: Response time histories at different
constant bulk ambient temperatures, TAB' for a pellet with radius r
m5 =
0.016 m.
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Fig.3.6 Organic Hydrogen Conversion, y: Response time histories at different
constant bulk ambient temperatures , TAB' for the pellet population inside an
oil-shale retorting system.
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We apply function approximation for model reduction. The generalized
least-squares technique described in this chapter is used for function approximation.
We use the simplified mathematical model to represent pellet-population behavior
for arbitrarily varying ambient temperature. In our assumption we ignore the time
delay effect. We assume the batch processes of varying ambient temperature will
follow a course laying on the "batch process surface" which we obtain by means of
different fixed batch ambient temperatures. The assumption would be reasonable
for a system with large thermal conductivity. To prove that the simple
mathematical model does work, we vary the bulk ambient temperature
(3.9)
where Uj is the bulk ambient temperature at time tj •
The parameter estimations for k, cll ~ and c3, for different sizes of pellet, rmi,
and the overall pellet population are shown in Table 3.1. The mean square errors
in Table 3.1 for the varying bulk ambient temperature test, Eqn.(3.9), are defined
as
(3.10)
where Yi,real data means the data from the "batch process surface" when time is tj and
ambient temperature is Uj •
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Parameters k Cl ~ C] MSE
rm1 =O.004 0.994276 -4.23238E-8 4.52777E-5 -3.92282E-2 8.87884E-5
rm2=0.007 0.985003 -1.33355E-8 1.65576E-5 -1.49379E-2 1.24596E-4
rm3=0.010 0.977344 -6.55937E-9 8.21242E-6 -7.41990E-3 1.83477E-4
rm4=0.013 0.971921 -3.80454E-9 4.80566E-6 -4.37927E-3 2.94835E-4
rmS=0.016 0.972691 -2.53952E-9 3.33278E-6 -3.03693E-3 2.95940E-4
pellet-
population 0.928051 -6~58684E-9 8.27976E-6 -7.25333E-3 1.05504E-3
The results of the varying ambient temperature test are illustrated in the
following plots, Fig.7 through Fig. 12. In these plots the term "actual data" means
the data from the simulation of MSRS for varying ambient temperature, described
in Eqn.(3.1O). The- "data from surface" means the data from the "batch process
surface" illustrated in Fig.3.! through Fig.3.6 for the varying ambient temperature
described in Eqn.(3.1O). The "data from equation" means the result of functional
approximation.
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From Table 3.1 and Fig.3.7 through Fig.3.12 the test results show that the
simplified mathematic model is good for describing the input/output relationship of
the batch process. Furthermore we can apply the model to the optimal temperature
control problem in the next section.
3.3 Optimal Temperature Control
Our major intention in this chapter is to find a function which, when applied
as the system input, will optimize the system performance with respect to a
particular cost criterion. In determining the optimal temperature control strategy,
we do not make any prior assumptions or commitments that will fix the control form
or controller structure. The variational method is the technique we use to seek the
optimal temperature control strategy.
In this chapter we assume the bulk ambient temperature, u, is the only input
which we may use to control the nonlinear system. The organic hydrogen fraction,
y, is the output of the system. The mathematical model of the deterministic system
is also known to be y=ke(C1u2+c2u+c-;Jt , where t is time. We know the parameter
values k, c j , C2 and C3 from the method described in the previous section. The
initial state y(to) is known, and the final yeT) at some time T is not specified.
Here, the final time T is given.
It is obvious that there is a constraint on y. The solution must keep y in the
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admissible region,
o ~ y ~1 (3.11)
The constaint on u comes from the range of the mathematical model. In our
function approximation the range of constant bulk ambient temperatures that we
sample is from 773.15°K to 1073. 15°K. In other words, the constraint in u is
773.15°K ~ u ~ 1073.15°K (3.12)
The performance index J that we set up is defined as the following quadratic form
where WI and W2 are the weights on y and u. Thus the cost function F is
prescribed as
(3.14)
In short, our optimal temperature control strategy is to find an optimal control
u subject to the constraits of Eqn.(3.l2) and Eqn.(3.l3), which will transfer a given
state y(to) to a unspecified final state yeT) at some time, T, while minimizing the
performance index J.
We rewrite the performance index J In the form from Eqn.(3.1) and
Eqn.(3.14)
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(3.15)
(3.16)
where F is a prescribed cost function. For our case Udoes not exist in the cost
function F. So it is obvious that F satisfies the natural boundary conditions
aF
I
=0
a' t=to '_ u
(3.17)
From the result of calculus of variations we know that if u(t) mInImIZeS the
performance index J, it must satisfy the Euler equation
!!..( aF)_aF =0dt au au (3.18)
Here the partial derivatives aF adn aF have been formed by treating t, u, and u
au au
as independent variables. With Eqn.(3.17) the Euler equation becomes
(
2 2(c u2+c u+c-\tW k e I 2 3J ·(4c u+2c )t+2w u=O1 1 2 2
After a reduction of Eqn.(3.19), the addition of Eqn.(3.1) leads to
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(3.19)
(3.20)
Hence we finally obtain the optimal temperature control
(3.21)
The optimal temperature control u depends on the time and the system output so our
result is a closed-loop time-varying feedback control.
However in the previous algorithm we do not take into account the constraints
on u and y, Eqn.(3.11) and Eqn.(3.12), into consideration. Because we ignore the
constraints in u and y, the optimal temperature control very frequently violates the
constraints established in Eqn.(3.12) for the nonlinear system. The result brings
a serious problem to our optimal control strategy if we still neglect the constraints,
Eqn.(3.11) and Eqn.(3.l2).
Let us take a look at Eqn.(3.2l). The interesting thing is that the optimal
temperature control u is a single valued function. If there is no constraint on u,
the u, Eqn.(3.21), is unique and there is no local minimum performance index which
is different from the global minimun performance index. In other words, the
farther away from optimal temperature the ambient temperature is, the larger the
performance index is. So we may modify the temperature control strategy,
Eqn.(3.21), as follows:
When u(t,y) is higher than 1073.l5°K we force u to be 1073.15°K. When u(t,y)
is lower than 773.l5°K we force u to be 773.l5°K.
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The choices of to and T in the performance index would not affect the result
of the optimal temperature control function u. These choices would only affect the
performance index. After some trial and error the reference values of the weights
are set up, respectively, as
,., = 108
...., 1 ' cu = 52 (3.22)
The temperatUre range which we sample would satisfy the above reference value.
In fact, the selection of weights pertinent to a given problem requires insight,
experience, and often trial-and-error search. However all the algorithms are the
same for the different weights chosen. What we should change is the temperature
range that we sample.
Although the method we use to obtain the optimal temperature control is
through the employment of a simplified mathematical model and a simple
performance index, it is an important tool for engineers. A designer can determine
by this method what is the better control strategy and whether there is any sizable
room for improvement for his design.
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Chapter 4
Identification of an 1\1ISO Nonlinear System Using a Hammerstein Model
The major problem in dealing with nonlinear dynamic systems is the lack of a
general mathematical theory to describe various types of nonlinearities. Although
the function we used to simplify the model of a nonlinear system in chapter 3 could
fit well the input/output relationship of the nonlinear dynamic system, it is difficult
in a' case by case situation to find the best functional form to match a particular
nonlinear dynamic system.
In this chapter we introduce the Hammerstein model, which can represent a
wide class of nonlinear dynamic systems. Starting with the two input/one output
Hammerstein model, we then extend the Hammerstein model to a more complicated
MISO case and develop the meth9d for estimating the parameters of aMISO
Hammerstein model. In the procedure we combine the two-stage, least-square
scheme which was developed by Hsia [9] for the identification of linear systems with
parameter estimation of MISO Hammerstein models.
Then the MISO Hammerstein model is applied to the identification of a pellet-
population reaction. We regard the retorting system as a two input/one output
nonlinear dynamic system in this chapter. The bulk ambient temperature,symbol
U 1 assigned to TAD in this chapter, and the bulk ambient oxygen mole fraction,
symbol U2 assigned to xb(2) in this chapter,are the inputs to the retorting system.
The organic hydrogen conversion of the pellet population, y, is the output of the
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nonlinear dynamic system. The input and output data come from the numerical
dynamic simulation results of MSRS described in chapter 2.
4.1 Hammerstein Model
The problem in system identification is to construct a model which would
mimic the "inner mechanisms" of the dynamic system. A wide variety of
nonlinear dynamic systems can be represented by a Hammerstein model, which is
composed of a static nonlinear no-memory gain in series with a linear transfer
function. Narendra and Gallman [1966] were the first researchers to deal with
nonlinear dynamic systems by using the SISO Hammerstein model. Then a
number of further studies explored the identification of nonlinear dynamic systems
by using Hammerstein models and extended the SISO case to MISO cases. The
model is applied to adaptive control by Kung and Womack [1984], to adaptive noise
cancellation by Stapleton and Bass [1985], and to the design of nonlinear discrete-
time predictors by McCannon and Gallagher [1982]. All the authors mentioned
above considered SISO nonlinear systems. As for the two input/one output case,
the model is applied to the identification of flexible robot arm deflection by Krzyzak
and Sasiadek [1990], and to the identification of chemical processes in a distillation
column by Eskinat, Johnson and Luyben [1991].
The SISO Hammerstein model used to identify a nonlinear system is illustrated
in Fig 4.1. The static nonlinear no-memory gain is a polynomial of mth degree.
The linear section is a discrete transfer function. The parameters of the nonlinear
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and linear parts are adjusted to minimize the summation of squares of the output
error.
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FigA.1 SISO Hammerstein model structure.
Two input/one output Hammerstein models are illustrated in FigA.2 and
FigA.3. Depending on whether the static nonlinearity is combined or separate, the
Hammerstein models have different structures. For both models .the mathematical
model of the linear part can be described by
(4.1)
(4.2)
For the separate parameterization, the mathematical model of the nonlinear part
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can be described by
(4.3)
where the functions Fnl and F n2 are given by expressions similar to the nonlinear
function shown in Figo4.l.
For the combined parameterization, the mathematical model of the nonlinear
part can be described by
(404)
where we can express Xl and X2 as
m n
X1(t)=L L Y1.iPt(t)ui(t)
i=O j=O
m n
xit)=L L Y2.iP:(t)Ui(t)
i=O j=O
(4.5)
Most papers which disscuss the MISO Hammerstein model take the separate
model shown in Figo4.2. That case is easier to tackle. In fact, the combined
nonlinearity case shown in FigA.3 is more general, but it also gives rise to a very
challenging parameter estimation problem because a large number of parameters
need to be estimated.
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FigA.2 Two input/one output Hammerstein model with separately parameterized
nonlinear gains.
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FigA.3 Two input/one output Hammerstein model with commonly
parameterized nonlinear gains.
The combined nonlinearity case shown in FigA.3 was discussed in [2] where a
larger number of iterations consuming more computer time is required to estimate
the parameters of the model. In the following section, the combined nonlinearity
case shown in FigA.3 will be discussed first. Starting with the two input/one
output case, we develop the general solution for arbitrary multi-input/single-output
systems. In the algorithm, the two-stage, least-squares scheme is combined with
Hammerstein model parameter estimation. The advantages are simplification of
the computation and shortening of the computer time.
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4.2 Parameter Estimation of an MISO Hammerstein Model
In this section the primary task is to estimate the parameters { a, b, 'Y } in a
Hammerstein model. First the weighting sequences are introduced to replace the
parameters of the linear part of a Hammerstein model. The first stage is to
estimate the weighting sequences. Then the estimated weighting sequences are
used to estimate the parameters of the nonlinear part of a Hammerstein model.
The weighting sequences and nonlinear parameters are found by using an iterative
procedure. The final stage is to estimate the parameters of the linear part by using
the estimated weighting sequences.
4.2.1 Estimation of the Weighting Sequences
The linear discrete gains of the Hammerstein model illustrated in FigA.3 can
be represented as
Y1=X1G1(Z)
Y2=X2G2(Z)
(4.6)
The linear discrete gain can be approximated by the p-Iength weighting sequences
{ hl,b h2,j } = { h1,o,hl,l"" ,hl,p,h2,o,h2,1" •• ,h2,p } satisfying the following
equations ( where p is not less than 2*n )
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A (Z-1) a +a Z-I+"'+a z-nG (z)= 2 = 2,0 2,1 2,n
2 B (Z-I) 1+b z-l+"'+b z-n2 2,1 2,11
P
=~ h .7-i=h +h +"'+h z-nLJ 2,r- 2,0 2,1 2r
i=O
This yields the following equation
p p
y(k)=L L hj,iXik-z)+v(k)
j=l i=O
p p
=L h1,iXl(k-i)+L h2,iX2(k-i)+v(k)
i=O i=O
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
where k=p,p+ I, .•. ,N. It is assumed that there are N pairs of input/output data
observed and there is white Gaussian noise existing in the dynamic system.
Eqn.(4.9) can be rewritten in the following matrix form
where X=[y(P),y(p+ 1),"',y(N)] T
E=[v(P),v(P+ 1),"',v(N)] T
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(4.10)
H=[ Ht, HJ]T
=[h1.O,h1•1,···,hl,p,h2.0,h2.1' ···,h2) T
~=
X1(P), x1(P-1),
x1(P+ 1), x1(P),
X2(P), x2(P-l),
x2(P+1), x2(P), ...,
(4.11)
The well-known least-square estimate of H from Eqn.(4.1O) is
(4.12)
where
The above equation is called the weighted least-squares solution. W is assumed
to be a positive definite and diagonal weighting matrix. His the optimal estimate
of H. When the white Gaussian noise v has zero mean and finite variance, H is
the unbiased and consistent estimate of H.
4.2.2 Parameter Estimation of the Static Nonlinear Gain
The static nonlinear gain of a Hammerstein model is represented in the form
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of Eqn.(4.5). Assuming 'Yi,OO=O, we rewrite Eqn.(4.5) in the following form
Output error can be represented as
where HT=[ H{, H{]
=[h1.O,h1,1' ···,h1,p,h2.0,h2,l'"',h2)
XT=[ X{Ck), X{Ck)]
=[Xl(k),Xl(k-l), "',Xl(k-p),X2(k);X2(k-l), "',X2(k-p)]
(4.14)
Substituting Eqn.(4.13) into Eqn.(4.14), we can rewrite Eqn.(4.14) in the form
where
(4.15)
u1(k-l), uik-1), u;(k-l)u;(k-l),
U1(k) =
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u;(k-l)U;(k)
u;Ck-l)u;(k-l)
u1(k), uik), u1(k)u2(k), ut(k-l)U:(k)
u1(k-l), u2(k-l), u~(k-l)U;(k-l),
/fa Ii
... U1(k-l)~ (k-l),
U2(k) = (4.16)
u1(k-p), uik-p), u1(k-p)u2(k-p), ... ut(k-p)U:(k-p),
T
r 1=[Y1,10'Y1,01'YI,ll' .",Yl,mn]
Tr 2 =[Y2,10'Y2,01'Y2,11' •• ',Y2,mn]
Defining J2 as the summation of the squares of the output error, we obtain the
following result
N N
J2=L e2(k) =L eT(k) ·e(k)
k=p k=p
N
=L [I'i[HrU1(k)]T[HrU1(k)]r1+ri[HrU1(k)f[H;U2(k)]r2
k=p
-ri[HrU1(k)fy(k) +r;[H[Uik)f[HrU1(k)]r1
+r;[H;Uz(k)f[H;Uz(k)]rz- r;[H;uzek)fy(k)
-yT(k)[HrU1(k)]r1-y T(k)[H[Uz(k)]rz+yT(k)y(k)]
(4.17)
Taking the gradient of J2 with respect to r 1 and equating it to zero, we obtain the
equation
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It [H[U,(k)]'[H[U,(k)], t [H[U,(k)]'tHi U2(k)]} [~:]
= It [H[U,(k)]TY(k)] (4.18)
Taking the gradient of J2 with respect to r2 and equating it to zero, we obtain the
equation
lt [HiU,(k)]'[H[U,(k)], t. [HiU2(k)]'[HiU2(k)]]. [~:]
= It [HiU2(k)]'Y(k)] (4.19)
At every iteration, the parameters of the nonlinear part can be estimated from
Eqn.(4.18) after the weighting sequences are estimated by Eqn.(4.11).
N N
~ [H[U,(k)l'tH[U,(k)], ~ [H[U,(k)]T[Hiu,(k)] . [r
1
]
N N rL [H[U2(k)]T[HtU1(k)], L [H[Uik)]T[H[U2(k)] 2
k9 k~
N
L [HtU1(k)fy(k)
k=p
=
NL [H[U2(k)fy(k)
k=p
The above matrix equation can be expressed as
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(4.20)
L . r = R (4.21)
Solving for....L we get the parameter estimation of the nonlinear part
(4.22)
4.2.3 Parameter Estimation of the Linear Discrete Transfer Function
To estimate the parameters of the linear part, we go back to Eqn.(4.7) and
consider the relationship between the system transfer function and the weighting
sequences. The following equation can be obtained from Eqn.(4.7).
a +a Z-l+a ...z-2+"'+Q z-n=h +h z-l+"'+h z-p1,0 1,1 1,:.r 1,n I,D 1,1 1,p
b h -1 b h -2 b h -(P+1)+ 1,1 l,oZ + 1,1 I,IZ +••.+ 1,1 I,pZ
b h -2 b h -3 b h -(P+2)+ 1,2 1,oZ + 1,2 l,IZ +•..+ 1,2 l,pZ
(4.23)
+ .
+ .
+b h z-n+b h Z-(n+1)+"'+b h Z-(P+n)
l,n I,D l,n 1,1 l,n 1,p
+ •
Then substituting h for h and equating the coefficients of like terms in zoi on both
sides of Eqn.(4.21), we obtain the following results
i
hl ,+ '" b1 hI' =al , (i=O,l,"',n),I L..J 1m ,I-m II
m=1
(4.24)
n
hl,i+L b1,mh1,i-m =0 (i=n+ 1,n+2, "',p)
m=l
(4.25)
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Here the parameters al,i are not involved in Eqn.(4.23) This suggests that the
parameters bl,i can be solved independently from Eqn.(4.43).
Eqn.(4.23) in matrix form, we obtain the following matrix equation
Rewriting
hl,n' h l /l-l' h} I bl ,} hl/l+ l,
h}/l+ l' h} n' h}). b}). hl,n+2,
= -
(4.26)
The above equation can be represented in the simpler form
(4.27)
It is assumed that p is not less than 2*n at the beginning of this section, so bl,i can
be solved from Eqn.(4.25) by means of the least-squares method. The solution of
(4.28)
Now all bl i are obtained from Eqn.(4.26), al,i can be easily solved from the
following equations
i
A L Aal .=h l .+ bl hI' .,I ,I J ,1-)
j=l
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(i=12"'n)
" ,
(4.29)
The parameters aI,i and bI,i can be solved in the same method.
h2•n, h2,n-1' , h21 b21 h2,n+l• ,
h2,n+1' h2n, ... h2;l b2;l h2,n+2,. (4.30)
= -
The above equation can be represented in the simpler expression form
The solution of b2,i is
The optimal parameters a2,i can be solved from the following equations
(4.31)
(4.32)
i
a2 .=h2 ·+'" b2 h2 · .,I ,I L..J J ,I-J
j=l
4.2.4 Iterative Procedure
(i=12"'n), , ,
(4.33)
A program, HAMMERSTEIN, written to estimate the parameters of a
Hammerstein model for the two input/one output case is available in the appendix.
The iterative procedure used in the program can be summarized as the following:
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Stage 1. In"itial guesses are made for the parameters r of the nonlinear block. In
the program 1'1,10 and 1'2,10 are set to I, and all the other parameters of the
nonlinear part are set to zero for the initial guesses.
Stage 2. The outputs, XI and X2, of the nonlinear part are calculated by using
Eqn.(4.l2).
Stage 3. The optimal weighting sequences, H, are calculated by using Eqn.(4.1l).
Stage 4. The parameter matrix, L of the nonlinear part is solved by using
Eqn.(4.20).
Stage 5. The summation of norm square of output error, J2, is checked in this stage.
If J2 is bigger than our specification, the procedure returns to stage 2.
Stage 6. Eqn.(4.26), (4.27), (4.30), and (4.31) are used to estimate the parameters
of the linear part. Stop the procedure.
4.2.5 Extension to General MISO Hammerstein model
U, x,
U;z. x~
Nonlinear Gain
U!_I X~-f
u· Xi1
Fig.4.4 GeneralMISO Hammerstein model with commonly parameterized nonlinear
gains.
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The general MISO Hammerstein model is illustrated in FigAA. The two
input/one output Hammerstein model is extended to MISO case. The method of
parameter estimation is similar to the algorithm used in the two input/one output
case.
The mathematical model of the linear part can be described as the following
(4.34)
The mathematical model of the nonlinear part can be described as the following
(4.35)
The matrix, H, of the weighting sequences in Eqn.(4.11) is augmented to
(4.36)
The matrix 'lr in Eqn.(4.11) is also augmented to
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~=
Xl (P) , x1(P-1), .
x1(P+ 1), x1(P), ,
..... xq(P), xq(P-1),
..... xq(P+1), xq(P),
X/N), x/N-1), .•., x/N-p)
(4.37)
Using the similar method, we may obtain the parameter estimations of the nonlinear
part for the MISO case from the following matrix equation
N N
L [H[U1(k)f[H[U1(k)], L [H[U1(k)]T[HiU2(k)], ...
k~ k~
N N
L [HiU2(k)]T[H[Ut(k)], L [HiUi k)]T[HiU2(k)], ...
k~ k~
N
L [H[Ut(k)]T[H:U/k)]
k=p
N
L [HiU2(k)f[H:U/k)]
k=p
N N N
L [HqU/k)f[H1U1(k)], LJH:U/k)]T[HiUik)] , ... L [H:U/k)f[H:U/k)]
k~ k~ k~
N
L [H[Ut(k)fy(k)
k=p
N
L [HiU2(k)fy(k)
k=p
=
N
L [HqTUqCk)fy(k)
k=p
(4.38)
In the iterative procedure, Eqn.(4.18) is replaced by Eqn.(4.36). The parameter
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estimation of the linear block is si~ilar to the two input/one output model. The
iterative procedure is the same as the procedure of the two input/one output model.
We can use the resulting MISO Hammerstein model to identify arbitrary multi-input/
single-output nonlinear dynamic systems.
4.3 Application to Identification of Retorting System
The two input/one output Hammerstein model is applied to identify the
nonlinear dynamic retorting system. The input/output data are the dynamic
simulation results of MSRS described in chapter 2. The two inputs are specified,
respectively, as the following
u1 = 1073.15 - 0.2*t (4.39)
Uz = 0.1 + 0.00025 *t (4.40)
where U1 is the bulk ambient temperature, U2 is the bulk ambient oxygen mole
fraction, and t is time.
The first model used to represent the nonlinear system contains 26 parameters.
The Hammerstein model consists of two second-order linear transfer functions
preceded by a static nonlinear block of fourth-degree polynomials. The length of
the weighting sequences which we choose is four in Eqn.(4. 7) and Eqn.(4.8). The
identification results are listed in Table 4.1. The responses of the Hammerstein
model are compared with the actual MSRS response in Fig.4.5.
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Iteration Linear 10 100 1000
'Yl.lO 1 -1.5861E+5 -1.5605E+5 1.4400E+5
'Yl.Ol 0 -1.2661E+8 -1.2445E+ 8 1.1505E+8
'Yl.ll 0 1.0945E+5 1.0945E+5 -9.9548E+4
'Yl.20 0 6.8768E+l 6.7651£+1 -6.2434E+l
'Yl.02 0 4.3818E+7 4.3029E+7 -3.9850E+7
'Yl.21 0 2.9418E-l 4.0174E-l -1.8385E-l
'Yl.12 0 2.3581E+2 3.2148E+2 -1.4689E+2
'Yl.22 0 -2.4053E-4 1.4313E-5 -1.0792E-4
'Y2,10 1 7.3587E+4 7.2390E+4 -6.6767E+4
'Y2,OI 0 6.0175E+7 5.8498E+7 -5. 1603E+7
'Y2,l1 0 -5.3587E+4 -5.1341E+4 4.2737E+4
'Y2,20 0 -3.1912E+l -3.1389E+l 2.8937E+l
'Y2.02 0 -2.1321£+7 -2.0494E+7 1.7265E+7
'Y2,21 0 1.2098E+0 5.2991E-l 1.7271E+0
'Y2,12 0 9.6145E+2 4.2128E+2 1.3790E+3
'Y2,ZZ 0 3.4471E-3 1.4659E-3 1.5434E-3
a1,o -3.6134E+l -3.8726E+l -3.4183E+l -4.0752E+l
au 7.9218E+ 1 7. 8246E+ 1 1.7649E+l -2.3224E+l
a1•2 -6.5258E+l -1.0609E+2 -1. 1749E+2 -1.6391E+2
b1,1 -8.9775E+l 1.2439E-l 5.4806E-l 9.5508E-l
b1•2 9.1184E+l 1. 1997E+0 3.6811E+0 4.4008E+0
~,o 1. 1899E-3 -7. 1439E-2 4.3833E-l 7.4199E-l
~.1 -3.4772E-l -8.3484E-l 6. 6534E-l 3.2572E+0
~,2 -1.2476E+0 -2.4427E+0 -2.5758E+l -6.6255E+l
b2,1 2.8146E+0 6. 8582E+0 8.6609E+0 1.1883E+ 1
b2,2 -4.5992E+l -1.8350E+ 1 2.6327E+0 2. 1955E-l
MSE 3.70274E+9 8.28782E-5 3.39649E-5 5.23641E-6
Table 4.1 Estimated parameters ( second-order linear discrete gain ).
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Fig.4.5 Comparison of the actual response and the simulated responses of the
Hammerstein model (second-order linear discrete gain) for the various
stages of identification.
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The first iteration could be regarded as the result of the linear model. The
very large MSE which happens at the first iteration is caused by not only the bad
initial guess but also the ill conditioning whiCh takes p1ac~ in the process of matrix
inversion. However the ill conditioning is escaped soon after the second iteration.
As seen from Table 4.1, the iteration results exhibit strong convergence. The
results of iteration also show that the MSE decreases monotonically with every
iteration.
The next model used to identify the nonlinear system contains 30 parameters.
The Hammerstein model consists of third-order linear transfer functions preceded
by a static nonlinear gain of fourth-degree polynomials. The length of the
weighting sequences which we choose is eight in Eqn.(4.7) and Eqn.(4.8). The
higher order linear discrete gain and more parameters of the weighting sequences
need to be estimated in the iterative procedure. The identification results are listed
in Table 4.2. The comparison of the actual MSRS response and the simulated
responses of the Hammerstein model is illustrated in Fig.4.6.
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Iteration Linear 10 23 470
'Yl,lO 1 -2.2452E+4 -5.7143E+2 -6.1988E+2
'Yl,Ol 0 -1.7934E+7 -4.5311E+5 -4.9163E+5
'Yl.ll 0 1.5518E+4 3.8780E+2 4.2093E+2
'Yl,20 0 9.7345E+0 2.4769E-1 2.6870E-1
'Yl,02 0 6.2108E+6 1.5570E+5 1.6900E+5
'Yl,21 0 2.8574E-2 4.3453E-3 4.5844E-3
'Yl,12 0 2.2874E+1 3.4826E+0 3.6739E+0
'Yl,22 0 -7.5325E-6 -3.2736E-6 -3.2698E-6
'Y2,IO 1 -7.5801E+5 -1.9298E+4 -2.0933E+4
'Y2,OI 0 -6.0473E+8 -1.5426E+7 -1.6729E+7
'Y2,l1 0 5.2234E+5 1.3357E+4 1.4481E+4
'Y2,20 0 3.2864E+2 8.3667E+0 9.0759E+0
'Y2.02 0 2.0916E+8 5.346OE+6 5.7962E+6
'Y2,21 0 1.7575E+0 1.6289E-2 2. 171OE-2
'Y2,12 0 1.4058E+3 1.3262E+1 1.7613E+1
'Y2,22 0 1.2889E-4 -1.2631E-4 -1.3377E-4
al,o -2. 194OE+2 2.7823E+3 -4.7099E+3 -7.5626E+3
al,l 7.7102E+2 -8.3877E+3 6.0771E+4 9.224OE+3
a l ,2 -5.8349E+2 1.0414E+4 2.4626E+4 3.8030E+4
a l ,3 1.2080E+3 -3.5979E+3 -3.7997E+4 -5.9583E+4
bl,l -1.7324E+3 -8.5658E-1 1.354OE-1 1.1364E-1
b l2 3.814OE+2 3.0141E-1 -4.0823E-1 -4. 1153E-1
b l ,3 1.3924E+2 1.0121E-1 -1. 1226E-1 -9.5228E-2
~,o -5.4791E-4 8.2449E+0 2.6283E+1 6.2984E+1
~,1 3.1415E-1 2.9269E+1 9.0816E+1 8.4087E+1
~,2 1.9079E+0 1.6232E+ 1 -6.8229E+2 -1.0237E+3
~,3 -1.4000E+ 1 -4.3561E+2 1.1278E+3 1.9879E+3
b 2,l 4.5745E+0 1.0949E+0 -7. 1127E-1 -8.1723E-1
b 2•2 1.0773E+2 -8.0506E-1 2.8437E-1 2.9659E-1
b 2•3 -2.7109E+1 -3.3832E+0 1.8805E+0 1.7872E+0
MSE 2.45018E+9 2.73916E-2 9.54601E-10 3.63602E-12
Table 4.2 Estimated parameters ( third-order linear discrete gain ).
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of identification.
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The iteration results show that the MSE oscillates in the process of iteration
when higher order and more parameters are used in the model. However the
oscillation of the MSE decays very fast. The MSE is closer to zero and the speed
of convergence is faster for the higher order model than for the lower order model.
The reason that the MSE of the higher order model oscillates is because of the ill
conditioning of the matrix inversion. But the advantage of the high order model
is that the result may simulate the nonlinear dynamic system more accurately.
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Hammerstein models with different order linear transfer functions.
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Fig. 4.7 shows the comparison of two different order Hammerstein models.
As can be seen from the figure, the MISO Hammerstein model represents the
response of the MISO nonlinear dynamic system quite well. It is difficult to
distinguish the actual response from the simulated response of the Hammerstein
model. Though the disadvantages of the higher order model are that the ill
conditioning more easily happens in the inversion of the higher dimensional matrix
and more computer time is required for the iteration, the advantage is that the higher
order model can simulate the nonlinear dynamic system more faithfully.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
In this study, the techniques of simulation, optimal control and identification of
nonlinear dynamic systems are applied to the pellet-population reaction inside an oil-
shale retorting system. The simulation package, MSRS, of multispecies
reaction/diffusion in a nonisothermal porous sphere is modified to simulate the
pellet-populatibn reaction inside the retorting system. The smaller model from [5],
which has three fluids, one of them inert, two solids,one of them inert also, and one
reaction, is used in this study. Anyway it is practical to extend the smaller model
procedure to the larger insitu oil-shale retorting model from [5] which has nine
fluids, ten solids, and fifteen reactions. Simulation results instead of actual
response data are used for the optimal temperature control law design and the
application of nonlinear dynamic system identification by use of a MISO
Hammerstein model. However real response data would be more practical for the
methods discussed in chapter 3 and chapter 4.
In chapter 3 a functional approximation instead of the refined model utilized in
MSRS is used to simplify the modeling of nonlinear batch processes. The
satisfactory agreement between a function and the actual response is obtained by
introducing a specific weighting function into the LSC. Then a variational
technique is applied to find the optimal temperature control, which is a closed-loop,
time-varying feedback control gain. Though the result is obtained through the
employment of a simplified mathematical model and simple performance index, it
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is an important tool for engineers. Here the assumption is that there is no time
delay effect. We assume the batch processes with varying ambient temperature
follow the "batch process surface" which is obtained by means of different fIxed
bulk ambient temperatures. The assumption is reasonable for the system which has
large thermal conductivity. This means that the change of ambient temperatUre
would be transferred to the inside of the pellet immediately. However this would
not hold for varying ambient oxygen mole fraction. The diffusivity effect is very
slow compared to the heat transfer effect. There is a large time delay existing
between the batch processes when varying the ambient oxygen mole fraction and the
"batch process surface". The "batch process surface" is obtained from maintaining
different constant bulk ambient organic oxygen mole fractions and the same ambient
temperature, TAD = 923.15°K.
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Fig.5.l Organic Hydrogen Conversion, y : Response time history at different
constant bulk ambient oxygen mole fractions, xb(2) , for the pellet
population inside the retorting system.
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The organic hydrogen conversion for different ambient oxygen mole fractions is
illustrated in Fig.5.2 and Fig.5.4. The difference between the real batch processes
with varying ambient oxygen mole fraction and the "batch process surface" with the
same varying ambient oxygen mole fraction is illustrated in Fig.5.3 and Fig.5.5.
The ambient oxygen mole fraction is specified to be xb(2) =0. I +0.0004*t in Fig.5.2
and Fig.5.3. The ambient oxygen mole fraction is set at xb(2) =0. I +0.001 *t in
Fig.5.4 and Fig.5.5.
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Fig.5.2 Organic hydrogen conversion with different bulk ambient oxygen mole
fractions, xb(2), and the same bulk ambient temperature, TAB = 923.15°K.
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Observing Fig.5.2 through Fig.5.5, we lmow that the quicker the bulk ambient
oxygen mole fraction changes, the more obvio.us the time delay effect is. The
result of the obvious time delay is that optimal oxygen fraction control is not
practicable by use of the method described in chapter 3.
In chapter 4, the parameter estimation of a more general MISO Hammerstein
model is developed. The traditional iterative scheme used in identifying the linear
part of the Hammerstein model is replaced by a two-stage, least-squares technique.
The modified method results in a fast and efficient algorithm for computer
computation. The result of the application to the pellet-population reaction is quite
identical to the actual response which is the simulation result from MSRS.
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Fig. 5.6 Feedback control of a two input/one output Hammerstein model.
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Figure 5.6 shows the use of a two input/one output MISO Hammerstein model as
the plant model for a subsequent control system design. The two feedback paths
contain discrete-time optimal controllers designed for this plant by the method
described in chapter 3.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
The problem addressed is the characterization, for control system design
purposes, of a spatially distributed process described by multiple partial differential
equations. Such a system is to be controlled by the boundary conditions and the
output is the spatial integral of some measure of process progress.
Two techniques for obtaining simplified dynamic models from detailed first-
principle numerical dynamic simulations are investigated. In the first technique,
response surfaces are developed from the transient responses for a range of constant
boundary conditions. Then these surfaces are tested for usefulness for control
system design. In the case of chemical conversion control by boundary
temperature manipulation, the response surfaces work well since the thermal
conductivity is high. In the case of control by oxygen reactant concentration at the
boundary, the response surface approach works less well. The parameters are such
that diffusion of oxygen is much slower than conduction of heat. This is a
technique that is easy to implement and is often worth investigating as a way to
make use of a detailed model for controller design.
In the other technique, a simplified numerical dynamic model is substituted for
the detailed model and a controller is designed by standard methods. The selection
and parameterization of the simplified model is a wide open process and no
techniques have proved, thus far, to be generally effective and widely applicable.
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The assumption that a static, nonlinear subsystem followed by a linear, dynamic
subsystem can be an effective substitute is tested. Such replacements, called
Hammerstein models, are currently being developed in the literature and above.
A two-stage, least-squares technique replaces the traditional iterative scheme used
in identifying the linear part of the Hammerstein model. The modified method
results in a fast and efficient algorithm for computer computation. It is difficult
to prove the convergence of the iterative method suggested, yet the application of
the method has proved very successful. While it is also difficult to generalize from
this example, the two input/one output Hammerstein model is a very effective
replacement for a detailed, but cumbersome, model of oil-shale retorting. Since
the procedure for developing Hammerstein models of varying levels of complexity
is relatively straightforward, a designer should be prepared to try the Hammerstein
approach when faced with controlling nonlinear plants.
At the present time efforts are made to identify MISO nonlinear dynamic
systems by use of Hammerstein models. There is, however, a constraint in our
more general MISO Hammerstein model. The inputs must be deterministic input
signals when the MISO Hammerstein model is applied to identify various MISO
nonlinear dynamic systems. Further investigation, about the application of MISO
Hammerstein models, might include the on-line identification, optimal control design
or adaptive control design by use of MISO discrete Hammerstein models. The
SISO Hammerstein model has been applied to the adaptive control yet the design of
adaptive control systems, which are capable of accommodating unpredictable
environmental changes, by use of MISO discrete Hammerstein models would be
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more challenging than SISO model application. In addition, how we design the
feedback gain to satisfy the required ~rformance index will be also full of challenge
because of multi-inputs, nonlinearity and discrete transfer functions.
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Appendix
************************************************************************
* *USE OF HAMMERSTEIN MODEL IN IDENTIFICATION OF TWO-INPUT *
* MISO NONLINEAR SYSTEM WITH MULTISTAGE LEAST-SQUARE *
* PROCEDURE . *
* *
* *BY LIU, CHENG-HSIEN ADVISOR: DR. S. B. JOHNSON *
* *
* JAN. 25, 1992 *
************************************************************************
PROGRAM HAMMERS TEIN
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER NT,NTC,MOR,NOR,POR,QOR,PIN,NA,MNOR,PQOR,MPOR,PREI,
& IXM, IXN,PN .
PARAMETER (NT-22, NTC-NTt1, MOR-2, NOR-2, POR-2, QOR-2,PIN-9,NA-3,
& MNOR-(MORtl)*(NORtl)-l,PQOR-(PORtl)*(QORtl)-l,
& MPOR-MNORtPQOR,PREI-PINtl,IXM-NTC-PIN,IXN-2*PREI,
& ~~IN~~ .
**
* DUMB ONLY FOR RM-SPECIFIED RADIUS
**
DOUBLE PRECISION SX1,SX2,SH1,SERR1,SERR2,ERTG,EPS,FILT,Sl,S2,
& DUMB
INTEGER IOUT,IP,ISTOP
DOUBLE PRECISION UI1(NTC),UI2(NTC),TlME(NTC),YO(NTC),YOB(NTC),
& R{MPOR),RT(MPOR,1),UAI1{NTC,MNOR),UAI2(NTC,PQOR),XL1(NTC),
& XL2(NTC),XAB(IXM,IXN),XABT{IXN,IXM),XABX(IXN,IXN),
& XXIN(IXN,IXN),XXIXT(IXN,IXM),HB(IXN),HVK{IXM,MPOR,MPOR),
& HVT(MPOR,MPOR),H1Vl(1,MNOR),H2V2(1,PQOR),H1V1T(MNOR,1),
& H2V2T(PQOR,1),HLU(MNOR,MNOR),HRU(MNOR,PQOR),HLB{PQOR,MNOR),
& HRB(PQOR,PQOR),HVYK(IXM,MPOR,l),HVYT(MPOR,l),
& HVTINV{MPOR, MPOR) ,HEAl (PN, NA), HBA2 (PN, NA), HBS1 (PN, 1),
& HBS2(PN,1),BP1(NA,1),BP2(NA,1),AP1{NAtl,1),AP2(NAtl,1),
& HBAT(NA,PN),HHBA(NA,NA),HHBAI(NA,NA),HHBAIH(NA,PN)
C
OPEN (UNIT-5,FILE-'HOOT')
C
**
* EPS CONTROL ERROR
**
EPS-l.OD-8
**
* ISTOP CONTROL STEPS
**
ISTOP-100
**
FILT-0.1D-03
DO 10 I-1,NTC
**
* READ SPECIFIED RADIUS
**
USING DUMB
READ (15,*) UI1(I),OI2(I),TlME(I),YO(I)
10 CONTINUE
DO 45 I-1,NTC
IF (YO (I) .LT.FILT) YO(I)-O.ODO
45 CONTINUE
C
R(l) -1. 000
R(MNORtl) -1. 000
DO 50 1-2,MNOR
50 R(I)-O.ODO
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DO 60 I-MNOR+2,MPOR
60 R(I)-O.ODO
C
DO 70 I-1,NTC
UAI1(I,1)-UI1(I)
·UAI1 (I, 2) -UI2 (·I)
UAI1(I,3)-UI1(I)*OI2(I)
UAI1(I,4)-UI1(I)**2.
UAI1(I,5)-UI2(I)**2.
UAI1(I,6)-(UI1(I)**2.)*UI2(I)
UAI1(I,7)-UI1(I)*(UI2(I)**2.)
UAI1(I,8)-(UI1(I)**2.)*(UI2(I)**2.)
UAI2(I,1)-UI1(I)
UAI2(I,2)-UI2(I)
UAI2(I,3)-OI1(I)*OI2(I)
UAI2(I,4)-UI1(I) **2.
UAI2(I,5)-UI2(I)**2.
OAI2(I,6)-(UI1(I)**2.)*UI2(I)
UAI2(I,7)-UI1(I)*(OI2(I)**2.)
OAI2(I,8)-(UI1(I)**2.)*(OI2(I)**2.)
70 CONTINOE
CCC
C BEGIN DO-LOOP
CCC
IOUT-O
500 IOOT-IOUT+1
DO 90 I-1, NTC .
SX1-0.0DO
SX2-0.0DO
DO 100 J-1,MNOR
100 SX1-SX1+0AI1(I,J)*R(J)
DO 110 J-1,PQOR
110 SX2-SX2+0AI2(I,J)*R(MNOR+J)
XL1(I)-SX1
XL2(I)-SX2
90 CONTINUE
DO 120 I-1,IXM
DO 130 J-1,IXN
IF (J.LE.PREI) THEN
XAB(I,J)-XL1(PREI+I-J)
ELSE
XAB(I,J)-XL2(IXN+I-J)
ENDIF
130 CONTINOE
120 CONTINOE
CALL TRANSPOSE(XAB,IXM,IXN,XABT)
CALL MULTIPLY(XABT,XAB,IXN,IXM,IXN,XABX)
CALL INVERSE(XABX,IXN,XXIN)
CALL MULTIPLY(XXIN,XABT,IXN,IXN,IXM,XXIXT)
DO 140 I-1,IXN
SH1-0.0DO
DO 150 J-1,IXM
150 SH1-SH1+XXIXT(I,J)*YO(J+PIN)
HB(I)-SH1
140 CONTINUE
WRITE (5,160) lOUT, (R(I),I-1,MNOR)
160 FORMAT (///,I4,16(E14.5»
WRITE (5,170) (R(I),I-MNOR+1,MPOR)
170 FORMAT (4X,16(E14.5),/)
WRITE (5,180) (HB(I),I-1,PREI)
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CWRITE (5,180) (HB(I),I-PREI+1,IXN)
180 FORMAT (10(E12.5»
DO 190 I-1,PIN
190 YOB(I)-YO(I)
CALL CVTEST(XAB,IXM,IXN,HB,YOB,YO,PIN,SERR2)
WRITE (5,' (/,2X,A,E15:6)') ,***** AVERAGE SQUARE' ERROR - , ,SERR2
IF (IOUT.GT.1) THEN
ERTG-SERR2
IF (ERTG.LT.EPS) GO TO 380
ENDIF
IF (IOUT.GE.ISTOP) GO TO 380
C
DO 194 I-1,MPOR
DO 196 J-1,MPOR
196 HVT(I,J)-O.ODO
194 CONTINUE
DO 198 I-l,MPOR
198 HVYT(I,l)-O.ODO
DO 200 I-1,IXM
IP-HPIN
DO 210 J-1,MNOR
Sl-0 .000
DO 220 K-1,PREI
220 Sl-Sl+HB(K)*OAI1(IP-K+l,J)
210 H1Vl(1,J)-Sl
DO 230 J-l, PQOR
52-0.000
DO 240 K-PREI+l,IXN
240 52-S2+HB(K) *OAI2 (IP-K+PREI+1,J)
230 H2V2(1,J)-S2
CALL TRANSPOSE(H1Vl,l,MNOR,H1V1T)
CALL TRANSPOSE(H2V2,l,PQOR,H2V2T)
CALL MOLTIPLY(H1V1T,H1Vl,MNOR,l,MNOR,HLO)
CALL MOLTIPLY(H1V1T,H2V2,MNOR,1,PQOR,HRO)
CALL MOLTIPLY(H2V2T,H1Vl,PQOR,1,MNOR,HLB)
CALL MOLTIPLY(H2V2T,H2V2,PQOR,l,PQOR,HRB)
DO 250J-1,MNOR
DO 260 K-l, MNOR
260 HVK(I,J,K)-HLO(J,K)
250 CONTINUE
DO 270 J-l,MNOR
DO 280 K-1, PQOR
280 HVK(I,J,K+MNOR)-HRO(J,K)
270 CONTINUE
DO 290 J-l, PQOR
DO 300 K-l,MNOR
300 HVK(I; J+MNOR,K)-HLB (J,K)
290 CONTINUE
DO 310 J-l,PQOR
DO 320 K-1, PQOR
320 HVK(I, J+MNOR,K+MNOR)-HRB (J,K)
310 CONTINUE
C
DO 330 J-l~MNOR
330 HVYK(I,J,1)-H1V1T(J,1)*YO(I+PIN)
DO 340 J-1,PQOR
340 HVYK(I,J+MNOR,1)-H2V2T(J,1)*YO(I+PIN)
DO 350 J-1,MPOR
HVYT(J,l)-HVYK(I,J,l)+HVYT(J,l)
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DO 360 K-l, MPOR
360 HVT(J,K)-HVK(I,J,K) +HVT (J,K)
350 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
C
CALL INVERSE(HVT,MPOR,HVTINV)
CALL MOLTIPLY(HVTINV,HVYT,MPOR,MPOR,l,RT)
DO 370 I-l,MPOR
370 R(I)-RT(I,l)
IF (IOUT.LE.ISTOP) GO TO 500
CC
C END OF DO-LOOP
CC
CC
C CALCULATE LINEAR PART---WITH TWO STAGE PROCEDURE
CC
380 DO 390 I-l,PN
DO 400 J-1,NA
400 HBA1(I,J)-HB(NA+I-J+1)
HBS1(I,1)--HB(NA+I+1)
390 CONTINUE
CALL TRANSPOSE(HBA1,PN,NA,HBAT)
CALL MOLTIPLY(HBAT,HBAl,NA,PN,NA,HHBA)
CALL INVERSE(HHBA,NA,HHBAI)
CALL MOLTIPLY(HHBAI,HBAT,NA,NA,PN,HHBAIH)
CALL MOLTIPLY(HHBAIH,HBS1,NA,PN,l,BP1)
APl (1, 1) -HB (1)
DO 410 I-2,NA+l
SX1-0.ODO
DO 420 J-1,I-l
420 SX1-SX1+HB(I-J)*BP1(J,1)
APl(I,1)-HB(I)+SX1
410 CONTINUE
C
DO 430 I-l,PN
DO 440 J-1,NA
440 HBA2(I,J)-HB(NA+I-J+1+PREI)
HBS2 (I,l)--HB (NA+I+l+PREI)
430 CONTINUE
CALL TRANSPOSE(HBA2,PN,NA,HBAT)
CALL MOLTIPLY(HBAT,HBA2,NA,PN,NA,HHBA)
CALL INVERSE (HHBA, NA, HHBAI)
CALL MOLTIPLY(HHBAI,HBAT,NA,NA,PN,HHBAIH)
CALL MOLTIPLY(HHBAIH,HBS2,NA,PN,l,BP2)
AP2(1,1)-HB(PREI+l)
DO 450 I-2,NA+1
SX2-0.0DO
DO 460 J-1,I-1
460 SX2-SX2+HB(I+PREI-J) *BP2 (J,l)
AP2(I,l)-HB(I+PREI)+SX2
450 CONTINUE
WRITE (5,' (/ / / /) , )
WRITE (5,170) (R(I), I-1,MNOR)
WRITE (5,170) (R(I),I-MNOR+1,MPOR)
WRITE (5,470) (APl (I, 1), I-1,NA+1), (BPl (I,l) ,I-l, NA)
WRITE (5,470) (AP2 (I,l), I-1,NA+l), (BP2 (I,l), I-1, NA)
470 FORMAT(2X,10(E12.5»
WRITE (5,480)
DO 510 I-1,NTC
WRITE (5,490) TIME (I), Ull (I) ,UI2 (I), YO (I), YOB (I)
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
510 CONTINUE
480 FORMAT (//, 2X, 4HTIME, 9X,3HUI1,11X,3HUI2, llX,2HYO, 13X, 3HYOB, /)
490 FORMAT(F8.2,2(E14.5),2(E15.6»
-STOP
END
SUBROUTINE TRANSPOSE(A,M,N,AT)
DOUBLE PRECISION A(M,N),AT(N,M)
INTEGER M, N .
DO 10 I-1,M
DO 20 J-1,N .
20 AT(J,I)-A(I,J)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MOLTIPLY(A,B,M,N,P,C)
DOUBLE PRECISION A(M,N),B(N,P),C(M,P)
INTEGER M,N,P
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM
DO 10 I-1,M
DO 20 J-1,P
SOM-O.ODO
DO 30 K-l,N
30 SOM-SOM+A(I,K)*B(K,J)
20 C(I,J)-SUM
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INVERSE(A,N,Y)
PARAMETER (NMAX-100)
DOUBLE PRECISION A(N,N),Y(N,N)
INTEGER N,INDX(NMAX)
DOUBLE PRECISION D
DO 10 I-1,N
DO 20 J-1,N
20 Y(I,J)-O.ODO
Y(I,I)-l.ODO
10 CONTINUE
CALL LUDCMP(A,N,N,INDX,D)
DO 30 J-1,N
CALL LUBKSB(A,N,N,INDX,Y(l,J»
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE LODCMP(A,N,NP,INDX,D)
PARAMETER (NMAX-l00,TINY-1.0D-50)
DOUBLE PRECISION A(NP, NP) , W (NMAX)
DOUBLE PRECISION D,AAMAX,SOM,DUM
INTEGER N,NP,IMAX,INDX(N)
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C
C
C
0-1.000
DO 10 I-1,N
AAMAX-O.ODO
DO 20 J-1,N
20 IF (DABS (A(I, J» .GT .AAMAX) AAMAX-DABS (A(I, J»
IF (AAMAX.EO.O.ODO) PAUSE ,** SINGULAR MATRIX I! I **,
VV(I)-1.0DO/AAMAX
10 CONTINUE
DO 30 J-1,N
IF (J.GT.1) THEN
DO 40 I-1,J-1
SUM-A (I,J)
IF o(I .GT .1) THEN
DO 50 K-1,I-1
50 SUM-SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J)
A(I,J)-SUM
ENDIF
40 CONTINUE
END IF
AAMAX-O.ODO
DO 60 I-J,N
SUM-A(I,J)
IF (J.GT.1) THEN
DO 70 K-1,J-1
70 SUM-SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J)
A(I,J)-SUM
ENDIF
DUM-VV (I) *DABS (SOM)
IF (DUM.GE .AAMAX) THEN
IMAX-I
AAMAX-DUM
ENDIF
60 CONTINUE
IF (J.NE.IMAX) THEN
DO 80 K-1,N
DUM-A (IMAX, K)
A(IMAX,K)-A(J,K)
A(J,K)-DUM
80 CONTINUE
D--D
VV(IMAX)-VV(J)
ENDIF
INDX(J)-IMAX
IF (J.NE.N) THEN
IF (A(J,J) .EO.O.ODO) A(J,J)-TINY
DUM-l.DO/A (J, J)
DO 90 I-J+1,N
90 A(I,J)-A(I,J)*DOM
END IF
30 CONTINUE
IF (A(N,N) .EO.O.ODO) A(N,N)-TINY
RETORN
END
SUBROUTINE LUBKSB(A,N,NP,INDX,B)
DOUBLE PRECISION A(NP,NP),B(N)
INTEGER II,LL,INDX(N)
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM
90
c
c
c
11-0
DO 10 I-1,N
LL-INDX(I)
SOM-B(LL)
B (LL) -B (I)
IF (II.NE.O) THEN
DO 20 J-II,I-1
20 SOM-SOM-A(I,J)*B(J)
ELSE IF (SOM.NE.O.ODO) THEN
11-1
ENDIF
B(I)-SOM
10 CONTINUE
DO 30 I-N,l,-l
SOM-B(I)
IF (I.LT.N) THEN
DO 40 J-I+1,N
40 SOM-SOM-A(I,J)*B(J)
END IF
B(I) -SOM/A (I, I)
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CVTEST(A,M,N,B,CB,C,P,SQERA)
INTEGER M,N,P
DOUBLE PRECISION A(M,N),B(N),CB(M+P),C(M+P)
DOUBLE PRECISION SQER,SOM,SQERA
DO 10 I-1,M
SOM-O.ODO
DO 20 J-1,N
20 SOM-SOM+A(I,J)*B(J)
CB(P+I)-SOM
10 CONTINUE
SQER-O .000
DO 30 I-1,M
30 SQER-SQER+(CB(P+I)-C(P+I»**2.
SQERA-SQER/FLOAT(M+P)
RETURN
END
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************************************************************************
* *USING THE DISSPLA ROUTINES TO PLOT AND COMPARE THE RESULTS *
* *
* *BY LIU, CHENG-HSIEN ADVISOR: DR. S. H. JOHNSON *
* *
* FEB. 2, 1992 *
************************************************************************
PROGRAM HAMMERG
DIMENSION X(23),Y1(23),Y2(23),Y3(23),Y4(23)
DIMENSION TIME(184),Ul1(184),UI2(184),YO(184),YOB(184)
DIMENSION IPAK(50)
DO 10 I-1,184
READ (15,20) TIME (I), UIl (I), UI2 (I), YO (I), YOB (I)
10 CONTINUE .
20 FORMAT(F8.2,2(E14.S),2(E1S.6»
DO 30 I-1,23
X(I)-TIME(I)
Yl(I)-YO(I)
Y2 (I) -YOB (H4 6)
'Y3 (I) -YOB (H161)
30 CONTINUE
CALL CALCMP(0,0,7)
CALL NOBRDR
CALL GRACE (0 . )
CALL AREA2D(S.5,7.)
CALL HEADIN('Harnmerstein model vs. actual data$' ,100,2,1)
CALL XNAME('TlME (sec)$' ,100)
CALL YNAME (' ORG. HYDROGEN FRACTION$' ,100)
CALL GRAF(0,150,1200,0.0,0.1,1.0)
CALL THKE'RM ( . 02 )
CALL FRAME
CALL MARKER (8)
CALL CURVE (X,Y1,23,1)
CALL DOT
CALL MARKER (0)
CALL CURVE(X,Y2,23,1)
CALL DASH
CALL MARKER (2)
CALL CURVE (X,Y3,23,1)
CALL LINES ('Actual data$' , IPAK, 1)
CALL LINES ('2nd order polynomia1,1000th iteration$' ,IPAK,2)
CALL LINES ('3rd order polynomial, 470th iteration$' , IPAK,3)
CALL MYLEGN(' , ,1)
CALL LEGEND(IPAK,3,0.5,S.5)
CALL ENDPL (0)
CALL DONEPL
STOP
END
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xxxxxxxxxxx**xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx*xx**xxxxxxxxxxxxxx*****xxxxxxxxx*********
* *USING THE LEAST SQUARE METHOD TO SIMULATE NONLINEAR SYSTEM *
* HITH A NONLINEAR EQUATION OF THE FORM *
* ** y = KXEXP[ICl*U**2+C2*U+C3IxT] *
* ** HHERE U IS INPUT DATA, T IS TIME, Y IS OUTPUT DATA, *
* K,Cl,C2 AND C3 ARE UNKNOHN CONSTANT *
* *
* ** xBY LIU, CHENG-HSIEN ADVISOR: DR. S. H. JOHNSON x
* ** JAN. 1, 1992 x
************xxxxxxxx*******x******x**XX*********************************
PROGRAM SURFACE FIT
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION IA-H,O-ZI
INTEGER NT,NTC,NV,NTV,NPA
PARAMETER lNT=2Z,NTC=NT+l,NV=13,NTV=NTcxNV,NPA=41
DOUBLE PRECISION DUHl,DUM2,SUM,ESP,FSP,ASQ
DOUBLE PRECISION Ul NTV I, Tl NTV I,Yl NTV 1,UMI NV I, THI NTC I,YMI NTC ,NV I,
& HlNTC,NVI,UAlNTCI,YAINTCI,YPINTCI,AMINPA,NPAI,BMINPA,II,
& CMlNPA,II,AMIlNPA,NPAI
C
OPEN lUNIT=6,FILE='MLQT' 1
C
**
* ESP TRUNCATES SMMALL LOGIOUTPUTI
**
ESP=O.IDO
**
* FSP TRUNCATES TOO SMALL OUTPUT
**
FSP=O.ID-S
C
DO 10 I=I,NTV
**
* READ SPECIFIED RADIUS USING DUMI AND DUH2
**
READ 116,xI UIII,TIII,YIII
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 I=I,NTC
READ (16,*1 UAIII,TMIII,YA(II
20 CONTINUE
****
* BELOH SHOULD BE CANCELED
**** HRITE 16,221
DO 24 I=I,NTV
HRITE 16,2S1 TIII,UIII,YIII
24 CONTINUE
22 FORHAT 1/,2X,4HTIHE,8X,IHU,15X,IHY,/1
25 FORHAT lF8.2,21E14.51,EI5.61
HRITE 16,221
DO 26 I=l,NTC
HRITE 16,251 THIII,UAlII,YAIII
26 CONTINUE
***** ABOVE SHOULD BE CANCELED , IT IS JUST USED TO CHECK READ
**** DO 30 I=l,NV
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cUMII)=UIII-l)*NTC+l)
DO 40 J=l,NTC
40 YMIJ,Il=YIII-ll*NTC+Jl
30 CONTINUE
CALL HEIGHTIH,NTC,NV,TH,UM,YM,FSP)
DO 60 I=l,NV
DO 70 J=l,NTC
IF IYMIJ,Il.LT.ESPl THEN
YMIJ,Il=O.ODO
HIJ,Il=O.ODO
ELSE
YMIJ,Il=DLOGIYHIJ,Il)
ENDIF
70 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
SUH=O.ODO
DO 80 I=l,NV
DO 90 J=l,NTC
90 SUM=SUM+HIJ,Il
80 CONTINUE
AM11 ,1 l=SUH
SUH=O.ODO
DO 100 I=l,NV
DO 110 J=l,NTC
110 SUH=SUH+HIJ,II*THIJI*IUHIIl**2. I
100 CONTINUE
AHll,Zl=SUH
SUH=O.ODO
DO 120 I=l,NV
DO 130 J=l,NTC
130 SUH=SUH+HIJ,II*THIJI*UHIIl
lZ0 CONTINUE
AHll,31=SUH
SUH=O.ODO
DO 140 I=l,NV
DO 150 J=l,NTC
150 SUH=SUH+HIJ,II*THIJI
140 CONTINUE
AHll,41=SUH
AHIZ,11=AHll,Zl
SUH=O.ODO
DO 160 I=l,NV
DO 170 J=l,NTC
170 SUH=SUM+HIJ,II*ITHIJI*Z. 1*IUHlII**4. I
160 CONTINUE
AHIZ,ZI=SUH
SUM=O.ODO
DO 180 I=l,NV
DO 190 J=l,NTC
190 SUH=SUH+HIJ,II*ITHIJI**Z. 1*IUHIII**3. J
180 CONTINUE
AHIZ,31=SUH
SUH=O.ODO
DO ZOO I=l,NV
DO 210 J=l,NTC
Z10 SUH=SUH+HIJ,II*ITHIJJ**Z. J*IUHIIJ**2. i
ZOO CONTINUE
AHlZ,41=SUH
AHI3,ll=AHll,31
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CAMI3,ZJ=AMIZ,3J
AMI3,3J=AMIZ,4J
SUM=O.ODO
DO Z20 I=l,NV
DO Z30 J=l,NTC
230 SUH=SUM+HlJ,IJ*ITMlJJ**2. J*UHlIJ
220 CONTINUE
AMI3,4J=SUM
AMI 4,1l=AMll,4 J
AMI4,ZJ=AMI2,4J
AHI4,3J=AHI3,4J
SUM=O.ODO
DO Z40 I=l,NV
DO 250 J=l,NTC
Z50 SUM=SUH+HlJ,IJ*ITMlJJ**2. J
240 CONTINUE
AMI4,4J=SUM
SUH=O.ODO
DO 260 I=l,NV
DO 270 J=l,NTC
Z70 SUH=SUH+HlJ,IJ*YHlJ,IJ
Z60 CONTINUE
CHll,lJ=SUM
SUH=O.ODO
DO 280 I=l,NV
DO 290 J=l,NTC
290 SUH=SUH+HlJ,IJ*YHlJ,IJ*THIJJ*IUHIIJ*Z.)
Z80 CONTINUE
CHIZ,lJ=SUH
SUH=O.OOO
DO 300 I=l,NV
00 310 J=l,NTC
310 SUH=SUH+HlJ,IJ*YHIJ,II*THIJJ*UHIIJ
300 CONTINUE
CHI3,lJ=SUM
SUH=O.OOO
00 3Z0 I=l,NV
DO 330 J=I,NTC
330 SUH=SUH+HIJ,II*YHIJ,IJ*THlJI
3Z0 CONTINUE
CHI4, II =SUH
CALL INVERSEIAH,NPA,AHII
CALL HULTIPLYIAHI,CH,NPA,NPA,I,BHI
BHll,II=EXPIBHll,IJI
DO 340 I=l,NTC
YPI I I=BHll,l J*EXPII BHI Z,l J*l UAI I )**Z. )+BHI 3,1 I*UAI I J
& +BHI 4,1 J J*THI I) I
340 CONTINUE
DO 350 I=l,NTC
350 IF IYAIIJ.LT.FSPJ YAIII=O.ODO
SUH=O.OOO
00 360 I=l,NTC
360 SUH=SUH+IYAlII-YPIIJJ**Z .
. ASQ=SUH/FLOATI NTC I
00 380 I=l,NTC
HRITE 16,370J THIIJ,UAlI),YAII),YPIIJ
380 CONTINUE
WRITE 16,' 1//, lX,A, EIZ. 6, lX,A, EIZ. 6, lX, A, ElZ. 6, lX,A, EIZ. 6 )' )' K= I ,
& BHll,lJ,',Cl=',BHIZ,lJ,',CZ=',BHI3,1),',C3:',BHI4,lJ
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HRITE l6.'l//.5X.A,El5.61' 1 '***** HEAN SQUARE ERROR =',ASQ
370 FORHATIF8.Z,E14.5,ZlE15.611
STOP
END
c
c
C
SUBROUTINE HEIGHTlH.NTC.NV.T.U.Y,ESPl
INTEGER NTC.NV
DOUBLE PRECISION HINTC.NV1.TlNTC1.UINV1.YINTC.NV1.
& ESP.TEHP.DIFN
****
* USE DIFN TO CONTROL HEIGHT FUNCTION
****
DIFN=0.lD-25
DO 10 I=I,NV
DO 20 J=l,NTC
IF lYlJ,Il.GE.ESPl THEN
TEHP=DLOGIYlJ.Il+DIFN1-DLOGIYIJ.Ill
HIJ,Il=I.0DOITEHP
ELSE
HlJ.Il=O.ODO
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE HULTIPLYIA.B,H,N.P.CI
DOUBLE PRECISION AIH.NI.BIN,PI.CIH,PI
INTEGER H,N.P
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM
DO 10 I=I,H
DO 20 J=I.P
SUH=O.ODO
DO 30 K=I.N .
30 SUH=SUH+AII.Kl*BIK.JI
20 CII,JI=SUH
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
c
C
C
SUBROUTINE INVERSEIA.N,YI
PARAHETER INHAX=1001
DOUBLE PRECISION AIN,NI,YIN,NI
INTEGER N,INDXINHAXl
DOUBLE PRECISION 0
DO 10 I=I.N
DO 20 J=I.N
20 YII,Jl=O.ODO
YlI,Il=l.ODO
10 CONTINUE
CALL LUDCHPIA,N.N.INDX,DI .
DO 30 J=I,N
CALL LUBKSBIA,N,N,INDX.Yll.JII
30 CONTINUE
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c
C
C
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE LUDCHPIA,N,NP,INDX,Dl
PARAHETER lNHAX=100,TINY=1.OD-50l
DOUBLE PRECISION AINP,NPl,VVINHAXl
DOUBLE PRECISION D,AAHAX,SUH,DUH
INTEGER N,NP,IHAX,INDXINl
0=1. 000
DO 10 I=l,N
AAHAX=O.ODO
DO 'ZO J=l,N
ZO IF lDABSlAII,Jll.GT.AAHAXl AAHAX=DABSIAII,JII
IF IAAHAX.EQ.O.OOOl PAUSE '** SINGULAR HATRIX !!! **'
VVIIl=l.ODO/AAHAX
10 CONTINUE
DO 30 J=l,N
IF lJ:GT.1l THEN
DO 40 I=1,J-1
SUH=AI I,J l
IF II.GT.ll THEN
DO 50 K=1,I-1
50 SUH=SUH-AII,KI*AIK,Jl
AII,Jl=SUH
ENDIF
40 CONTINUE
ENOIF
AAHAX=O.ODO
DO 60 I=J,N
SUH=AII,Jl
IF lJ.GT.ll THEN
DO 70 K=l,J-l
70 SUM=SUH-AlI,Kl*AIK,Jl
AII,JI=SUH
ENDIF
DUH=VVIII*DABSISUHl
IF 10UH.GE.AAHAXI THEN
IHAX=I
AAHAX=OUH
ENDIF
60 CONTINUE
IF IJ.NE.IHAXI THEN
DO 80 K=l,N
DUH=AIIHAX,KI
AIIHAX,Kl=AIJ,KI
Al J ,K-I=DUH
80 CONTINUE
0=-0
VVIIHAXI=VVIJl
ENDIF
INDXIJI=IHAX
IF IJ.NE.Nl THEN
IF IAIJ,Jl.EQ.O.ODOI AIJ,JI=TINY
DUM=l. DO/AI J,J I
DO 90 I=J+l,N
90 AII,JI=AII,Jl*OUH
ENOIF
30 CONTINUE
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c
c
c
IF IAIN,N).EQ.O.ODO) AIN,N)=TINY
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE LUBKSBIA,N,NP,INDX,B)
DOUBLE PRECISION AINP,NP),BlNI
INTEGER II,LL,INDXlN)
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM
II=O
DO 10 I=l,N
LL=INDXlII
SUM=BlLL)
Bl LL )=Bl I I
IF lII.NE.OI THEN
00 20 J=II,I-1
20 SUM=SUM-AII,J)*BlJ)
ELSE IF ISUM.NE.O.OOOI THEN
II=I
ENDIF
BlI)=SUM
10 CONTINUE
00 30 I=N,l,-l
SUM=Bl I)
IF lI.LT.NI THEN
00 40 J=I+l,N
40 SUM=SUM-AlI,J)*BlJ)
ENDIF
Bl I I=SUM/AI I ,I I
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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